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Sensor-based control with digital maps association for global

navigation: a real application for autonomous vehicles

Danilo Alves de Lima and Alessandro Corrêa Victorino

Abstract— This paper presents a sensor-based control strat-
egy applied in the global navigation of autonomous vehicles in
urban environments. Typically, sensor-based control performs
local navigation tasks regarding some features perceived from
the environment. However, when there is more than one possi-
bility to go, like in road intersection, the vehicle control fails to
accomplish its global navigation. In order to solve this problem,
we propose the vehicle global navigation based on a topological
representation of the environment using only digital maps and
low cost sensors. The approach was developed for two main
tasks: road following and road intersection maneuvers. The final
solution was completely implemented in a real autonomous car
and tested in a challenge circuit, showing the viability of our
solution.

Index Terms— Sensor-based navigation, Global navigation
management, Digital maps.

I. INTRODUCTION

The complete navigation of self-driving cars is the ability

to go from an initial position (qinit) to a final destination

(qgoal) in the world, considering that these points are not

connected in the robot’s workspace. To achieve that, motion

planning is fundamental to define a feasible path connect-

ing these points. In this context, several approaches were

proposed in the past years for nonholonomic car-like robots

motion planning [1], [2], defined in the car’s configuration

space. However, these strategies normally presents a high

computational cost associated with the size of the urban

environments, mainly if it is dynamic.

To deal with these problems, it is common to consider

the vehicle as a punctual holonomic robot during the path

planning and simplify the environment in geometric forms

and segments. These elements edges define the points where

the robot must pass (waypoints). Waypoints can be seen

as a simplification of the entire robot path, recovered by

connecting each consecutive waypoint. The navigation based

on waypoints was applied by several participants in the

DARPA Grand Challenge of 2005 for off-road autonomous

vehicles [3], provided in the route definition data format

(RDDF). Although the waypoints were able to guide the ve-

hicles, they were previously defined by the organizers of the

challenge with high precision sensors. In addition, the robots

have required accurate localization systems while performing

the path following tasks, impracticable for commercial cars.

In urban environments, one way to define waypoints is

using road network maps, also known as digital maps. Digital
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maps provide rich information about streets, tracks, railways,

waterways, points of interest, also detailing the number of

lanes and speed limits. There are many approaches using

digital maps to improve the global navigation problem, like

enhancing the vehicle localization [4] and the difficulties of

autonomous vehicles navigation as a whole [5]. Based on

digital maps, the DARPA Urban Challenge [6] organizers

provided the road network definition file (RNDF) to the

participants. However, the RNDF itself was inaccurate and

could add further errors if the vehicle blindly follow the road

using that information. Thus, the participants locally planned

paths between the checkpoints, defining waypoints to guide

the robot navigation and correct the robot lateral position

by means of a high precision localization system and the

RNDF information. Recently, Ziegler et al. [7] performed

the autonomous navigation in urban environments using a

prerecorded reference trajectory (waypoints) for the vehicle.

They use a DGPS-aided inertial navigation system during the

recording process, adding more environment information to

the digital map (like lanes number, speed limits, stop signs,

etc.) in a post-processing step. This post processing was

performed in a user-generated street map interface, named

as OpenStreetMap (OSM) [8]. Thus, during the real car

navigation, a map based localization was performed with a

less costly system.

Although all these previous methods were able to guide

globally the robot, locally they were highly dependent on

the localization system. Victorino et al. [9] proposed a

new navigation approach for indoor environments with a

topological representation of the robot path. In this case, each

corridor was connected by nodes representing the relations

of accessibility in the environment (doors and crossing

corridors). Similarly, in urban environments, corridors are

roads, without any-other way to go, and nodes are points

where some action must be taken (like turn to a next road

in the intersection or stop in a traffic light). In our previous

work [10], the nodes were called by critical points (CPs),

where, in comparison to waypoints, they are sparsely defined

and do not represent the path’s form if connected. Thus, the

robot localization is not required during the road following

navigation (due to the absence of waypoints), and some

sensor-based approach is enough to guide the vehicle to the

next CP. At the CP, the vehicle localization can be performed

by low cost systems, which can be less dependent on GPS

sensors [11].

In this work, the goal is to enable the global navigation

of a car-like robot using local navigation techniques and low

cost sensors, mainly when there is more than one possibility



Fig. 1. Fully actuated electric car APACHE with some available resources.

to go. For that, it is fundamental to provide information

associated to the CPs, as their connections and approximated

geometric shape. Thus, digital maps (like the OSM) are

important tools for this purpose. Differently from our pre-

vious work [10], the robot navigation at intersections will be

generalized and validated in a real car-like robot. In addition,

the final robot control will be performed by a sensor-based

strategy, using the benefits of the local navigation controller

VS+IDWA1 [12].

This work was structured as follows: the Section II shortly

describes the real car-like robot used in the experiments

and some available resources; the routing table with the

topological representation of the robot path is described

in the Section III; Section IV presents the sensor-based

approach for the global navigation, with the management of

the routing table information; some navigation experiments

in our real car are presented in the Section V; and the final

considerations and future works are listed in the Section VI.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

The experimental car is an electric Renault Zoe, hereby

appointed APACHE and presented in the Figure 1. It was

modified for computational actuation of throttle, brake, and

steering, receiving commands over the CAN bus. Although

these are important modifications, the vehicle still preserving

the original human driver conduction capabilities, allowing

e.g. a cooperative working mode between the human driver

and the computer system. Besides the low level control

(steering, throttle, and brake), several proprioceptive infor-

mation can be retrieved from the CAN bus. Some of them are

illustrated in the Figure 1, like the ABS and odometry from

the wheels, the linear and steering velocities, the steering

angle, etc.

This vehicle was equipped with two PointGrey cameras

(Flea3 and BumblebeeXB3) for environment perception and

a GPS for global localization (Haicom HI-204E), chosen as a

low cost alternative for exteroceptive sensors. The monocular

camera (Flea3) has a focal length of 1.8mm and large field of

view (FOV) of ≃ 140◦ to detect the road lane center features.

The stereovision camera (BumblebeeXB3) has a focal length

of 6.0mm and FOV ≃ 43◦, which allow the vehicle to detect

road and obstacles up to 80m away from it. Both cameras

were installed on a rigid structure on the car roof only for

1VS+IDWA is an acronym for a hybrid controller composed by Visual
Servoing (VS) and Imaged-based Dynamic Window Approach (IDWA).

validation purposes. The GPS works at 1Hz and produce

position errors in a radius of ≈ 5m.

To allow the implementation and execution of this naviga-

tion strategy, some embedded computers for data processing

and vehicle control were installed in the APACHE (Figure 1).

These computers implement:

• The vehicle localization based on GPS and CAN data

fusion, by an extended Kalman Filter (EKF), with a

final error of ±5 m at 10 Hz;

• The low level velocity control, providing setpoints for

the throttle, brake, and steering actuators;

• The environment perception, with the road/obstacles

detection and their representation in a local occupancy

grid;

• The local navigation control, implementing the

VS+IDWA approach [12], used as a sensor-based con-

trol of our global navigation management; and

• The global navigation management, presented in the

Section IV, to address the vehicle state in the routing

table and provide the right parameters to the local

navigation control.

III. GLOBAL ROUTE PLANNING

To validate the present navigation approach, roads were

considered as corridors and their intersections as critical

points (CPs), similarly to [10]. Based on digital maps, pro-

vided by the OSM, a routing table was created by structuring

the global navigation from qinit to qgoal after a path planning.

Differently from [10], we divided this table in two parts,

where the first one is related to the road (way) description

after the CP, and the second part represents the CP geometry

with the angle and direction of every intersecting road.

The first part has a constant size, once the possible road

parameters are always the same, and the second one has the

size depending on the number of roads intersecting the CP.

The columns are:

• Node: with the path’s CPs ordered from qinit to qgoal;
• Lat and Long: latitude and longitude coordinates of the

CPs in degrees;

• Vmax: maximum speed limit of the road (in km/h);

• Rlanes: number of available lanes in the road (even if

it is a two way road);

• Rway: road classification in one way (1) or not (2);

• Ra: CP definition in roundabout point or not;

• Nroads: number of roads at each CP;

• Θ1..Nroads
and D1..Nroads

: sets of angle and direction

for each road at the CP, ordered counterclockwise.

Θ1..Nroads
are formed angles between the current road

and the next one in the intersection. D1..Nroads
indicate

if the road is the path to follow(4), a wrong way

(arrival) road (3), a right way (departure) road(2), an

arrival/departure road(1), or if it is the goal point(0).

To illustrate these parameters, the Table I presents the rout-

ing table for the condition shown in the Figure 2. A complete

routing table based on the OSM data will be presented in

the experimental results of this work (Section V). A global



TABLE I

ROUTING TABLE FOR THE PATH REPRESENTED IN THE FIGURE 2.

CP description CP geometry

Node Lat Lon Vmax Rlanes Rway Ra Nroads Θ1 D1 Θ2 D2

qinit 49.392 2.798 30 1 1 0 1 180 4 - -

1 49.400 2.800 50 2 2 0 2 110 4 290 1

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Fig. 2. Example of a road intersection to illustrate the routing table
definitions, where the yellow arrows indicates the traffic way.

navigation, based on the routing table, can be performed by

following the directions indicated as path to follow (4) at

each CP. The management of this table during a sensor-based

navigation is presented next.

IV. SENSOR-BASED GLOBAL NAVIGATION

For the global navigation problem of guiding the au-

tonomous car from qinit to qgoal, in urban environments,

two local tasks were considered: road following (corridors)

and road intersection maneuvers (at CPs). In this context,

we proposed the association of a sensor-based controller for

local navigation in order to accomplish both tasks, using

the environment perception data (from exteroceptive sensors)

and the path information from the routing table (previously

defined in the Section III). This section presents the navi-

gation management to switch between these two tasks, the

local navigation control principle, and its application in the

road following and road intersection maneuvers tasks.

A. Navigation management

The role of the navigation management is to determine

which local task must be performed (road following or road

intersection maneuver) during the car-like robot movement

from qinit to qgoal, with relation to the routing table for its

planned path. These tasks can be distinguished by defining

how near/far from a CP is the robot. For that, we performed

the APACHE movement in a track with CPs defined in all

road intersections, presented in the Figure 6. The resulting

trajectory, provided by its localization system, always in-

tersects the black circles centered in the CPs. The circles

consider the maximum robot localization and OSM errors,

resulting in 10 meters of radius. Thus, the vehicle is near to a

CP when the distance between them is lower than 10 meters

and faraway otherwise. Approaching a CP, the maximum

vehicle speed can be reduced to improve the navigation

Fig. 3. Image frame {I} representation for the camera installed on the
sagittal plane of the car’s roof. The road lane center projection P (in red)
is related to the boundaries δ1 and δ2 (in yellow). Its tangent Γ (in blue) at
the point D with angle offset Θ from Γ to the axis −Y , defines the image
features X , Y , and Θ.

behavior and also apply some localization technique based

on the local information [11]. After selecting the local task,

the navigation management must define the image setpoint

and the control parameters based on the robot perception

system for the local navigation control.

B. Local navigation control

The sensor-based approach used for the local navigation

control is a hybrid solution for road lane following named

as VS+IDWA [12]. Using cameras as the main sensors, it

combines a Visual Servoing (VS) technique as a delibera-

tive control, for road lane following, and an Image-based

Dynamic Window Approach (IDWA), for reactive obstacle

avoidance. The focus of this controller is to guide the image

features set s = [X Y Θ]T to the desired configuration

X = X∗, Y = Y ∗ , and Θ = Θ∗, while avoiding obstacles.

At the Figure 3, the features’ set was extracted from a

line formed by the tangent Γ of the path P at the point

D = (X,Y ). Θ represents the angular offset from Γ to the

axis −Y (positive counterclockwise). The path P is defined

by the road lane center between the boundaries δ1 and δ2.

In this work, the camera was installed on the car’s sagittal

plane and the desired features configuration represents the car

in the center of the road lane, which means the line vertically

in the center of the image frame. Thus, for the global

navigation, the right image features must be provided to the

VS+IDWA controller when performing the road following or

the road intersection maneuver. Moreover, the environment

information must be modified to avoid invalid movements

and the robot speed limit adjusted during the navigation.

C. Local navigation: road lane following

Once the robot is on the road following state, the

VS+IDWA controller [12] can be applied as it was conceived

to accomplish the current local navigation task. In this case,



the environment perception capabilities of our experimental

car APACHE is responsible to detect and provide the correct

image feature, as defined in the Figure 3. With the previous

knowledge about road speed limit (Vmax), number of lanes

(Rlanes), and traffic way (Rway), provided by the routing

table, the speed setpoint can be adjusted and the lane

detection algorithm optimized for each road. In addition,

with the traffic way, the obstacle overtaking can be better

controlled, avoiding, e.g., movements in discordance with

the traffic laws.

D. Local navigation: road intersection maneuvers

Approaches for road following do not traditionally deal

with road intersection maneuvers, requiring some interven-

tion at these situations. With this problem in mind, we

propose a complement for the VS+IDWA controller [12],

generalizing the idea presented in [10]. The first part of this

approach is described in the Algorithm 1, with the detection

of the road intersection corners and the main steps illustrated

in the Figure 4. It was inspired by the laser detection of

tunnel intersections [13], where a similar laser reading in

the local occupancy grid defines the obstacles position in

polar coordinates (robst, θobst) in a maximum perceived

distance dmax (see the pink dots in the Figure 4b). It also

uses the car’s width Cwidth, to eliminate false positives, and

the routing table information of Nroads, with the number

of roads at the intersection and their geometry (Figure 4c).

These parameters define the path possibilities for the current

robot state (Figure 4a), represented by the arrows (red and

yellow colors) in the navigable area (black pixels) of the

occupancy grid.

Algorithm 1 Find the road intersections.

find intersection corners(robst, θobst, dmax, Cwidth, Nroads)

1: il, ir = find main road limit(robst, θobst, dmax)

2: Ipolar = Plot(robst, θobst)
3: for all Ipolar row between the columns il and ir do

4: find the n pairs (θobst,l [1..n] , θobst,r [1..n]), represent-

ing the grey pixels limited by the white pixels

5: if n == Nroads then

6: if Edist(Cart(row, θobst,l [1..n]),
Cart(row, θobst,r [1..n])) > Cwidth then

7: return row, θobst,l [1..n] , θobst,r [1..n]
8: end if

9: end if

10: end for

11: return false

Following this algorithm, initially the main road limit

is calculated by the Algorithm 2, which return il and ir.

They represent the left and right θobst indexes with the

smallest distance to the vehicle. These points reduce the

search algorithm to the region defined between them. The

final search is performed in the polar coordinates graphic

Ipolar (Figure 4d), with the radius measurements linked by

the white line dividing the area among the vehicle (grey

Fig. 4. Steps to find the road intersection corners for the car pose (a). Its
respective local occupancy grid (b) and routing table state (c) illustrate the
road structure at the intersection and the end of the navigable area given
by pink dots with polar coordinates (robst, θobst). These polar coordinates
were used to detect the main road limits and to generate the graph (d), which
defines the road intersections corners (in blue). They are better visualized in
the grid point of view in (e), with the main road in yellow, the intersections
in blue, and the destination road center in green.

color) and faraway (black color). Thus, the algorithm search

for the row discontinuities, which represent the white-grey

and grey-white variations between il and ir. These points

are the candidates for the road intersection corners and must

be checked by the following two filters:

• Nroads: verify if the number of n candidates is equal to

the amount of expected roads at the intersection. Each

candidate is equal to the pair formed by the white-

grey (row, θobst,l [k]) and grey-white (row, θobst,r [k])
variation, for k = [1..n];

• Edist: test if the Euclidean distance of each candidate,

in Cartesian coordinates (Cart), is higher than the car’s

width (Cwidth).

Algorithm 2 Find the main road limit.

find main road limit(robst, θobst, dmax)

1: ldmin
= rdmin

= dmax

2: for i = 1 to Size(θobst)/3 do

3: if ldmin
> robst [i] then

4: ldmin
= robst [i] and il = i

5: end if

6: if rdmin
> robst [Size(θobst)− i+ 1] then

7: rdmin
= robst [Size(θobst)− i+ 1] and ir = i

8: end if

9: end for

10: return il, ir

The valid candidates are illustrated by blue dots in the

Figure 4d. The main road limits and the intersections found

are represented in the grid point-of-view in the Figure 4e. By

the intersection geometry, the wrong vehicle directions are

obstructed with virtual obstacles (also known as geofencing)

at the distance equal to row, which results in the Figure 5a.

Once the VS+IDWA requires an image features set for the

control calculation, the line connecting the vehicle to the next

valid road center (green point at the Figure 5a) was projected



TABLE II

ROUTING TABLE FOR THE GLOBAL NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT EXPERIMENTS.

CP description CP geometry

Node Lat Lon Vmax Rlanes Rway Ra Nroads Θ1 D1 Θ2 D2

qinit 49.4021061 2.7948685 13 1 1 0 1 180 4 - -

1 49.4024539 2.7953365 7 1 2 0 2 135 4 180 3

2 49.4024597 2.7955631 5 1 2 1 2 180 4 330 3

3 49.4026169 2.7955953 7 1 1 1 2 180 4 210 2

4 49.4024800 2.7953713 13 1 2 0 2 180 4 315 2

qgoal 49.4021061 2.7948685 13 1 0 0 1 180 0 - -

Fig. 5. Final robst and θobst with the virtual obstacles defined by the
method described in the Algorithm 1 (a) and the new image features (b),
oriented to the center of the next road (green point).

in the image plane and defined as the new image features, as

seen in the Figure 5b. For more details about the projection

principle, see [12].

This approach is always executed when the vehicle is on

the road intersection. Thus, the center of the destination road

(green point) can be used as a condition to check if the robot

has reached the destination road. If this point is closer enough

to the front of the car, the road intersection maneuver was

successfully performed and we can switch to the next local

navigation method.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the proposed global navigation management,

it was completely implemented in the experimental car

APACHE (see Section II), using its resources for environ-

ment perception and local navigation control. This vehicle

is an important test bed for our navigation approach, but,

due to the current modifications, it is still not allowed to

run in the city roads. Thus, at the Innovation Center of the

Université de Technologie de Compiègne was constructed a

circuit called SEVILLE for autonomous navigation exper-

iments. It presents some challenging scenarios, like tight

road intersections, roundabouts, sharp turns, and up and

downhills (≈ 3.5◦), which was used during the validation

of our navigation approach.

With the system running at 10 Hz, a complete experiment

was carried out to present the global navigation management

capabilities during the road following and the road inter-

section maneuvers in full autonomous mode. The Table II

describes the routing table in this situation using only the

OSM data. Once this is a closed circuit, the path planning

was not applied, requiring only the order of the CPs where

the vehicle must pass. The localization tolerance for each CP

was set to 10 m, regarding the GPS and OSM errors.

The Figure 6 illustrates the global navigation movement

performed by the APACHE for the CPs of Table II. It

Fig. 6. Global navigation experiment for the routing table defined on
Table II. The initial position is defined by the blue arrow and the destination
by the green point in the map. The robot positions are illustrated in red
and the localization tolerance around each CP are represented by the black
circles. Some screenshots of the environment perception system illustrate
the management during the road following and intersection maneuvers tasks.

also presents some screenshots from the environment per-

ception system to illustrate the car navigation during the

road following and intersection maneuvers tasks. In this

figure, the results for the local navigation control based on

the VS+IDWA [12] were confirmed, with the robot moving

smoothly during the path, trying to bring the image features

error to the zero condition (vertically in the center of the

image), and avoiding the obstacles detected in the occupancy

grid (pink dots for real obstacles and blue dots for virtual

ones). Note that the localization system variations make path

following applications using only GPS points unfeasible, but

they are well fitted in the CPs tolerance radius.

On this previous movement, the global navigation manage-

ment performs the speed limitation for each local road. The

Figure 7 shows the linear velocity profile for the complete

movement with the limitation performed for each routing

table row. In this figure, the global management is evidenced

during the CP transitions, where the road nominal speed

(defined as 5, 7, and 13 km/h) is limited to 5 km/h to allow

safe intersection maneuvers. In order to mimic a human

driver behavior and prepare the vehicle for the arrival of

an intersection, we anticipate the speed limitation to 5 m

before the CPs. This distance allows a smooth arrival in the

intersection for the current speed limitations. However, for

high speed applications, this distance must be related to the

vehicle maximum deceleration for a smooth speed reduction.

In addition, the Figure 8 presents in detail one of these



Fig. 7. Velocity profile for the global navigation experiment I of Figure 6.

Fig. 8. Vehicle movement during a road intersection maneuver, emphasiz-
ing the virtual obstacles (blue dots) and the destination road center (green
dot) used to define the new image feature in these conditions (yellow line).

maneuvers, with some sequential frames. In these frames it

is possible to see the robustness of this approach during the

movement, detecting the intersecting road with low variations

as well as the next road center (green dot). Note that the

roads geometry at the intersection do not matter on fact, but

can be considered to enhance the detection capabilities. The

most important element here is a good representation of the

road area by the perception system. If the next road surface

is not well detected for example, or it is not on the sensor’s

field of view, the vehicle will not be able to exit from the

intersection situation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This work presented a new sensor-based approach to deal

with the global navigation problem of car-like robots in urban

environments, using only low cost sensors and digital map

data. We focused on two main tasks, road following and road

intersection maneuvers, performed with our local navigation

controller VS+IDWA. The final system integrated all the

available resources of the experimental vehicle APACHE and

successfully accomplished the two main tasks, following the

image reference and avoiding obstacles, real or not. The

results showed the viability of the solution, even in the

presence of a reduced number of sensors for environment

perception. Nevertheless, increasing the field of view and,

consequently, the number of sensors used is fundamental

to assure safe navigation in more situations. Future works

will enhance the actual perception configuration for better

intersection detection. Moreover, better localization tech-

niques should be tested to avoid GPS problems in urban

canyons when approaching an intersection. In addition, more

road constraints must be considered, like road lanes, stop

signs, the road priority, etc., to allow road following and

intersection maneuvers closer to real situations.
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